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REVIEW

NOT FOR EVERYONE

If you were riding a horse into town a

century ago and happened to pass one

of those newfangled, horseless-carriage

contraptions belching and bouncing

over the ruts, you might be forgiven for

wondering: “Why would anyone spend

the money buying one of those incom-

prehensible things and waste the time

learning how to run it, when they

could get there faster, easier and cheap-

er on horseback?”

This seems to be the general view held by

a third of the estimators, surveyed for this

month’s article on estimating software,

on the use of computers in their trade.

The majority of estimators canvassed,

like their forebears in the “horseless car-

riage vs. horse” debate, are embracing

change. As Leonard Buzz, president and

chief executive officer of On Center

Software, Inc., Houston, Texas, points

out: “The construction industry is

beginning to say ‘Hey, technology can

improve our lives!“’

This sentiment is echoed by an estima-

tor from Florida, who admits, “I’ve done

estimates the old-fashioned way with

pen and paper, but we just bought a new

computer system. I always wished I

knew how to use one. Everyone else has

started to, and you have to keep up.”

This is good news for the 50 or so esti-

mating software compa-

nies out there, but as Buzz

remark, “Unless the soft-

ware is easier to use than

pencil and paper, it won’t

be used at all.”

“Information systems

make bidding, purchasing

and costing easier and

faster,” Buzz continues.

“But as many smaller com-

panies have shown over the

years, it’s not necessary if

the owner doesn’t want to

grow the business. Howev-

er, any business owner who

does want to grow and
says, ‘I’m never going to

use software,’ has made a

judgment based on some

past experience he or

someone else has had. If

one analyzes the estimating

and take-off processes, the decision

doesn’t add up.

“The estimator work up a job, estab-

lishes a price and puts that out to a gen-

eral contractor. If he is awarded the con-

tract, he revisits the plans and does a

materials take-off. Then he does a third

estimate for a labor budget. The work

becomes complex when the general con-

tractor turns around after the job has

begun and needs a change order. Now

the estimator has to track change orders.

“With estimating software, those three

estimates can be done by hunting and

pecking on the keyboard, dropping in

all the studs, track, wallboard, insula-
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tion, all of the labor production rates,

etc. In 15 seconds, he knows how long it

will take to install, he has the prices, and

he has a materials list.

“Residential contractors have a set of for-

mulas, so why do they need software? It’s
always 8-, 9-, 10-foot walls, and you pay

men by the piece. The wood butcher

does the framing, the drywall contractor

comes in and hangs it, finishes it, and he’s

out of there.

“In the commercial world you still have

to frame, hang and finish, but the esti-

mator has to break down every wall and

partition, bulkhead and fascia and

define what goes in it, how fast or slow

it’s going to be installed-it’s a really

tedious task.

“So software comes into its own for any

company that needs to put together

complex groups of materials, and judge

how fast or slow they are going to be

installed, by either a single man or a

crew And then manage absolute pro-

duction rates down at the project level to

make sure the job is done on time and

on budget.”

An estimator from Indiana agrees with

this assessment: “Software is worth the

investment if you’re doing a large bid

with multiple products like framing, ceil-

ings, drywall. It’s not helpful when you

are just doing exterior coating, as one can

estimate that in a matter of minutes.”

“An estimator’s life is a series of deadlines

that have to be met or you risk liquidat-

ed damages or missing a job,” Buzz con-

tinues. “With software, the estimator

can bid the job much faster on the front

end, but once he’s finished with the bid

there is nothing else to do. Say it’s 10

minutes before bid-time, and a supplier

calls with a new price on the insulation

the estimator wanted. The estimator

types in one number and the bid drops

from $180,000 to $172,500. The com-

puter performed thousands of calcula-

tions in the blink of an eye that would

have taken 30 minutes to do by hand.”

Steve Watt, director of estimating prod-

ucts at the Timberline Software Corpo-

ration, adds, “The people who don’t

qualify for estimating software are tract

builders. They are moving to computer-

ization, not for take-off, which isn't diffi-

cult for them, but to do a better job of

managing their huge paper flow of pur-

chase orders, sub contracts, etc. The cus-

tom-home builder, on the other hand,

has to develop a detailed estimate and so

is looking for shortcuts to turn a set of

drawings into an estimate.

“There are two areas of the industry

where estimating software is already in

use, but in which change either is hap-

pening, or should at least, with good rea-

son: large contractors are setting aside

their internal software solutions to buy

better, off-the-shelf estimating package
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that is fully Microsoft compliant. Sec-

ond, companies with several people in

the estimating department need to stan-

dardize their software; they are finding it
frustrating and costly to evaluate esti-

mates derived from a dozen different esti-

mating methods and styles being used.”

An estimator from Ohio confirmed this

vim “We are a large company with 225

employees, but I can’t see our 10 estima-

tors agreeing to use one system. I know

eight of them would continue to use

Lotus® spreadsheets, even though dedi-

cated Microsoft® Window®-based

software is faster. They are comfortable

with what they have and feel that it takes

too long to learn a new system.”

Paul Hewitt, president and founder of

EBC Software Distribution, Inc. sums

up a key reason for using software: “The

estimating process is often hectic—espe-

cially when the phones ring with the

subcontractor or supplier prices, and the

estimator has to put 200 quotes togeth-

er on the last day A computerized sys-

tem takes a lot of pressure off the esti-

mator. He doesn’t have to worry about

adding or editing the figures, either.”

This may sound like a sales pitch, but

consider what some users say:

“There is maybe a 20 percent time-sav-

ings in the actual preparation of an esti-

mate, not as much as most of the soft-

ware manufacturers want you to believe

when they sell you the software,” asserts

an estimator from New Mexico. “The

real advantage in the estimating process

itself is the accuracy and consistency—

software eliminates mathematical errors

and gives you greater consistency When

you factor in the real benefits of estimat-

ing software, which are the reports you

can generate automatically for the field

afterward, your time savings comes to

around 50 percent when compared to

manually calculating budgets.”

A Nevadan figures that “time saved in

estimating and project management

with the new, Windows®-based soft-

ware is 60 percent on average. Over pen-

cil and paper it is 75 percent, and over

DOS-based software, 50 percent.”

In all, those interviewed say that that the

amount of time saved by using estimat-

ing software varies, but all who do use

software agree that it does save time.

Windows®-based estimating software

has quite a few converts for various rea-

sons (see the chart on page 57). “You can

make the software do almost anything
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you want,” says an estimator from New Mexico. “I like being

able to write my own database and modify formulas in the

database so it will generate whatever information I want.”

“The ability to track materials and labor” is another useful

feature, according to an estimator from South Carolina.

“Paperwork has decreased because you only need to print

when you sell the job. It’s much easier to get bids out on

time. When you do a manual take-off, you have to flip

through page by page, draw conditions and then write it all

down and figure out and summarize your materials, figure

up taxes, insurance, etc. With the software, I just type in the

materials, add in feet and heights and—boom—it’s done.

Every time you change something, the software figures it in,

so I can track any job from the first condition to the last.”

“I used to estimate on Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheets, plug-

ging in the linear footage and spitting it out,” admits an esti-

mator from Florida. “Windows®-based software is twice as

fast. I run into many contractors who’ve bought the program

but have never taken it out of the box. I am sure their bids

are not as accurate.”

“The fact that you are able to take-off items in groupings is

the biggest time-saver,” notes an estimator from Illinois.

“When taking on square foot of wall surface area, you take-

off drywall, linear footage or partition, it picks up the fram-

ing, insulation, both sides of the wall, the taping—you pick

up the whole thing as one unit with one take-off.”

“I started out estimating by hand but switched to comput-

ers back in the early 1980s,” recalls a Floridian. “The simple

software that will do the extensions saves a considerable

amount of time. But an integrated system that also generates

all the reports we need for project management saves us half

the time in the take-off portion and half the time in doing

the recap sheets and getting to the final numbers.”

IF IT AIN�T BROKE . . .

As already mentioned, not all estimators use software.

Those who have made the leap have their own ideas about

why others are still on the other side of the divide: “You can’t

teach an old dog new tricks,” is how one Kansas estimator

put it. A Massachusetts estimator gave it a kinder spin when

he said, “They like to stick to a tried and proven system.”



One thwarted computer enthusiast

from North Carolina, working in a

company that is having trouble coming

to terms with its computers, gives an

insider’s perspective: “Everybody here is

afraid of computers. We bought

$15,000 worth of software, computers

and digitizer tables six years ago, and all

we use is the digitizer to get linear and

square footage. Like most drywallers,

our labor is based on quantity. All these

40-plus folks have never been exposed

to computers. They started screwing

studs together at a young age, and

they’ve made a ton of money in this

business just by being smart. They hire

younger guys like me to run the com-

puters. But I work 12-hour days, and

I’m not going to spend my weekends

trying to learn this system.”

(The digitizer is a large board with a The folks who are still riding the hors-

grid of electronic wires. A light-pencil is es into town have their own reasons for

used as a pointer, hooking the board to doing so. “I’m old-fashioned,” says a

a computer so it can read linear Floridian. “Paper and pencil has

footages or an area of square footage.) worked fine for 32 years,” a stance that



another Floridian agreed with: “I am

sure I’ll be using software one of these

days, but pen and paper have been

working fine for 20 years.”

an who had tried using someone else’s

DOS-based software two years ago. “I

cant justify spending between $7,000

and $10,000 on something that I don’t

see improving things that much.”

Then there are the residential contrac-

tors who “can do it just as fast conven-

tionally,” according to another Floridi-

“I am in residential with 20 employees,

and we still estimate the old way,” says

a contractor from Arizona. “There are

estimators here who can do a residen-

tial plan in six minutes and be within

just a few feet of what it actually takes-

most of the houses are not too difficult.

When I have a lot of estimating to do,

I take it to a guy who has software and

he does it for me. I would have to do

several jobs just to recoup my invest-

ment in the software. If I were a bigger

company or doing the framing, I’d def-

initely become computer literate real

fist. The magic of the software is that

once you have the take-off done, you

can back out anything.”

“Dedicated estimating software pack-

ages may well be better, but I am able

to track my jobs on Excel@,” claims an

estimator from Pennsylvania.

The learning curve is a key issue that is

putting off some contractors. “One

day, when I have the time, I will buy a

computer and get properly trained!”

promises a contractor from Louisiana.

“I don’t want to go through the time

and effort to put in computer estimat-

ing,” announces a Floridian. “If I can

feed enough business into my small

company, why do I need to go through

the expense and pain of learning to

implement software? Even if I did, and

saved 25 percent of my time, what am

I going to do with it, play golf? I really

like what I do, and I don’t need to

expand my business. I know where my

niche is, I know how to operate it, and

we’ve been doing so for 40 years. If it

ain’t broke, don’t fix it! One day I will

groom somebody to take my place, and

he will be computer literate. He will

adapt the estimating system that comes

closest to our personality I understand

the value of computers, but I’m stuck.

Let’s face it, I’m a dinosaur.”



Others haven’t even tried software, put

off by the experiences of others: “We

have heard from several other New

York contractors that have used esti-

mating software,” says one estimator,

“and no longer do so because of the

problems they experienced. We piece-

part our estimating right down to the

screws we use. I don’t think anyone has

a system that is compatible with the

way we estimate. We have one of the

most accurate systems out there.

“The estimating goes pretty quickly, it’s

the take-off that is so time consuming.

Something that could spit out an accu-

rate take-off would be an ideal scenario

in my book. We’ve thought about

putting together our own system, but

the time involved doesn’t seem worth

it. For many years, we’ve been making

money when nobody else has, so to

throw out what we do now and try

something different doesn’t make

much sense.”

For those who haven’t made the leap, but

for whom it would make sense, two of

their competitors had words of advice:

“In the long run, the people who make

the change from long-form estimating to

software,” says a Massachusetts man,

“will be quite surprised at the amount of

work they can save just by having the

data in the computer and being able to

make changes rapidly You can have the

new figures at a click of a mouse, while

the general contractor, who called in to

change his bid, is still on the phone.”

A contractor from Illinois was a bit

more ruthless when he said, “A message

to our competitors? I would say ‘Keep

doing it!“’

The irony is that the learning curve, a

key stumbling block, isn’t as bad as peo-

ple fear.

“The learning curve isn’t that much of

an impediment,” explains Buzz. “Our

typical training for a new customer is

four one-hour phone calls. By the third
call, we usually hear, ‘I got it now, I’ll

call you if I need you.’ Most people also

think it will take months to set up all

their material prices and wage factors.

The software is fully loaded with data-

bases for all of trades. As they bid a job,

any price they don’t like, once they

change it, the master is automatically

updated.”

Hewitt claims his company “can set up

an estimator to start bidding within a

couple of days. We’ve never had to give

anybody more than a day of training,
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and then it takes a month or two before

they are really proficient.”

AN INDUSTRY QUICK TO LEARN

According to Buzz, “We’ve moved from

pen and paper to generic spreadsheets

like Excel®, then to DOS-based, dedi-

cated estimating software packages, to

Window®-based estimating software

and finally to newer versions of these,

with much greater functionality and ease

of use. I saw software surfacing in 1981,

when the IBM PC popped out. By

1982, I kept staring at this computer

thinking, ‘If we could just make this

thing estimate!’ The first estimating sys-

tem I saw was around 1983, but it

lacked enough power to do anything.

We’ve been at it since 1988.”

Many systems have come and gone over

the years, according to Hewitt, who says

that he was bidding on a mainframe

computer back in 1975. “Large-scale use

has only occurred over the last decade.

Even so, most estimators today either

use spreadsheets or they do it manually”

“We built our first estimating system for

the mini-computer 12 years ago, says

Watt. “Estimators had already started to

move from manual methods to spread-

sheets because these did a good job of

mimicking a manual operation. These

generic spreadsheets were the easiest

path for someone to migrate from a

manual system to a computerized sys-

tem. Our mini-computer-based system

was a form-based approach to putting

together an estimate as opposed to the
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columnar approach of an electronic

spreadsheet.

“We were successful because we contin-

ued the trend of making the software

look and act like the pencil-and-paper

way of working. We went further and

addressed what estimators didn’t like

about using generic spreadsheets: Every

time they created an estimate, they were

re-inventing the wheel because the

spreadsheets didn’t have databases

behind them. So we added databases for

the subs, materials suppliers, their phone

numbers and addresses, labor broken

out by individual trades, and so on.

Then the estimators didn’t have to re-

key that information in for every esti-

mate, on every spreadsheet.”

“Estimating systems have become flexi-

ble enough to capture and automate a

company’s estimating methodology,”

Watt explains, “rather than forcing esti-

mators to work the way the software

vendor put together a system. This is

particularly valuable when the method-

ology of a highly accurate estimator can

be captured and the rest of a company’s

estimators are enabled to estimate at the

same level. Also, when a key estimator

leaves a small company, the loss of his

methodology can be a serious blow if it

hasn’t been captured and automated in
the company software.

“User interfaces have become smoother

and easier to operate with,” Buzz adds.

“Software is very interactive now. After

you’ve typed in a few letters of someone’s

name, for instance, “the computer will

fill in the whole name. It also remembers

the way an estimator commonly sets his

stock, cleanup, supervision and per

diem. If he likes to put an extra half-a-

penny per square foot of board, it’ll rec-

ognize that and do it so the estimator has

to do less tweaking to get a bid out



quickly So much of estimating is repet-

itive number crunching that a computer

is better at doing. When I started esti-

mating, USG gave out job-cost analysis

pads that took 10 minutes to fill out,

something that takes a computer 30 sec-

onds today—with no errors.”

NOT QUITE THERE, YET

While great progress has been made

toward more-efficient and user-friendly

systems, estimators in the field have

some suggestions:

“Id like to see an easier way to copy THE DIGITAL FUTURE
duplicate floors or areas,” says a New

Mexico estimator.

“There is always some trade-off between

being able to update material pricing

quickly and efficiently,” says an Idaho

estimator, “and having the depth of

information you need for each product

code. For example, it would be nice to be

able to quickly update the material pric-

ing in a spreadsheet format as opposed to

individually selecting each different item

and going into screens just to get to the

point where you can update the price.”

“In our area,” says a Nevada man, “the

marketing has been insufficient to

bring the plan holders in our region up

to speed on the program’s ability to use

digital plan rooms. So we have a lot of

functionality we cant use because other

people aren't on the same wave length.”

“The selection of reports could be more

diversified,” points out an Iowan. “Not

just labor and material reports, but ones

that cover how many Dumpsters, parti-

tions, temporary toilets, site telephones,

etc. that one needs—general construc-

tion labor and material items that you

can’t truly take-off but that can amount

to $20,000 in a $100,000 job—and

which you have to decide on before

establishing a margin.”

“An ‘undo’ function!” is what a Texan

with big fingers wants. “I have hit the

delete button numerous times by mis-

take and had to input the data again.”

“I would like more word-processing

capabilities,” says a Michigan estimator,

“so I can personalize the reports and my

clients can differentiate my bids from

those of my competitors, all of whom

have the same software.”

The software estimating market is set to

explode as perceptions change. ‘Right

now, were experiencing a very good

construction market in the United

States,” Buzz explains, “so people are not

really hurting for work They are having

trouble finding qualified labor, and

some materials are in short supply Every

software company’s challenge is getting

people to slow down long enough from

the chaos to look at a time-saving tool.

The fact is, that’s exactly what estimating

software is. A contractor called me once

and explained he had a hotel to bid in

Las Vegas but his boss was not going to

spend $3,000 for our software when he

could buy Lotus 1-2-3 for $295. I sent

him a copy of our software, he ran the

hotel bid and won. His boss called me

up and said, ‘I want three of those

things. It takes more than $3,000 just to
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work up a material list for the project, let

alone a stocking report, job cost report,

monitor the change-orders. Forget it,

just send me the damn packages!“’

“We’re still in a virgin market from the

standpoint of the needed education in

the estimating world,” Watt adds. “Ten

percent of estimators are still using paper

in the commercial construction market.

Forty percent are using Excel®. The peo-

ple who make the decisions to change

have come up through the ranks. They

are in their 50s and reluctant to change.

Students trained on the benefits of a

dedicated estimating system are the ones

introducing them.

Hewitt considers the estimating software

market to be a million users in North

America, including the really small con-

tractors. “Whatever their size, estimating

software will speed them up,” he asserts.

If dedicated software has changed the

face of estimating over the last decade, it

will do so equally over the next few

years. “There will be even more func-

tionality,” predicts Buzz, “with wider-

reaching capabilities and tighter integra-

tion with accounting packages.”

“When you bid a job now,” adds

Hewitt, “you are issuing a set of blue-

prints and specifications. Currently, 95

percent of that is still done on paper,

yet 95 percent of all jobs are designed

on a computer. An owner can spend

$20,000 printing these blueprints at

$200 a set. There will be an explosion

in computer estimating when the

owner starts issuing plans on a CD or

over the Internet for $100 total. This is

already starting to happen, and it’s only

a question of when it will take off.

Contractors will become Internet- and

computer-literate pretty quickly!”

For Watt, “The number-one issue is

integrating estimating software with

scheduling packages. Once you have

been awarded the job, the information

has to be used downstream by different

departments within a construction

office. There are too many people using

paper printouts to do this, which

means the information has to be re-

keyed. The budgets for a project, the

cost loading of a schedule of activities

and resources, the purchase orders for

materials should and will all be relayed

electronically. Estimating should be a

productivity tool that enables one to

bid more jobs so as to increase profit

margin.”

Watt summarizes the issue of whether

to use software or not to use software in

the estimating field, when he says,

“The companies that fail to computer-

ize will have a tough time competing

just from a productivity standpoint.”

And that’s probably why the hard hats

are going soft on software these

days!
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